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About This Game

Save the world or the life of one girl... I decide my destiny!

The world was once ruled by the Nightｌord. In that world lived a Saint, destined to become a sacrifice to the Nightｌord, and a
Holy Knight, with the power to use Servans.

The meeting of the girls changed the fate of the world.

Take your Servans and fight accross "The Land Without Night" for the one you love!
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Title: Nights of Azure
Genre: RPG
Developer:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
KOEI TECMO GAMES CO., LTD.
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7, Windows® 8.1, Windows® 10 (64bit required)

Processor: Core i5 2.6GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX550Ti

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 6 GB available space

Sound Card: On board

Additional Notes: Graphics: 960x540

English,Japanese
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I will review this in the perspective of the story and character interaction only, mainly because that aspect that caused me to
drop this game later on:

As much as I'd love to have a good hack n' slash game with female protagonist, I cannot really recommend this game for its
story. Instead, go for Yoru no Nai Kuni 2 instead. It is far more improved, better character interactions, better handling of the
stories within. Arnice is a lovely person and nice character design to play with, but really is the only best thing in the game. Lily?
I don't give a crap about her, and as the story goes on, I care even less about her despite the game telling you how important Lily
is to Arnice. And that is unfortunate because I do want to care, I am just not convinced.

From Ch1 to Ch5, I swear that if you remove 80% of all the stuffs that happened in there, you would still get the same story.
Really. The rest are just repeating the same jokes, or repeating the same points that was explored earlier.
The story is simple: The world is ending, sacrifice is needed, yadayada, go save the world.

My main complaint is that most of the time spent in fleshing out the characters, instead of focusing on actually improving and
developing the side characters like Lily, professor, etc, the chance for that is spent on playing the same jokes about their
characters over and over again. Lily? Haha she's a ditzy girl and her muffins kept on falling over. Professor? He's a pervert who
wants to do this and that to Arnice! That.. other guy, surely he is not a thief.. sikes! And all of this happens as the butler furled
his eyebrows. So at the end of the day, you don't get to know these characters more or why do they matter within the context of
their universe. And then suddenly when they do matter, you just scoff at their sudden sharp turn in role.

And this is frustrating as there IS something within there. Secrets to be revealed. Emotions to be felt. But the problem is, most,
if not all, already happened! It is hinted that Arnice may be the "Ice Queen" type of character, but that has long since pass! It's
like Destiny's "I will tell you the stories of a great war... but I won't!" and then you'd left thinking, "hey, I'd rather play a lone
wolf untrusting Arnice in the past who then slowly opens up to her surrounding!". While it had a few moments where for yuri
lovers would be squealing, and I do like yuri, it just feels hamfisted, or just not convincing enough to believe that they are
actually in a kind of relationship, but you are told that they are, and yet it doesn't feel like that.

This game suffers from a lot of telling and lack of showing.
Its sequel, however, greatly rectifies from this. Not only does it tell tales of the past, but also you get a chance to explore those
places that were mentioned and see how they looked like, ruined in the present. And your partner would actually participate in
combat so there is a sense of camarade, getting through struggles together, unlike in here where Lily serves nothing more but an
object for Arnice to rescue.

Go get Yoru no Nai Kuni 2, and then maybe get this one if you are interested with more of its lore. Or Arnice, since really I do
prefer Arnice over the successor, but ah well.. Really fun game. The story is a bit simple at first but it gets a really nice twist
towards the end (like many jrpg). I bought the game because it was from Koei and it didn\u00b4t let me down, it was great.

I liked the lenght of the game it wasn\u00b4t long and filled with a lot of secondary quests. It was very straight forward.
The relationship between the two girls was very organic and nothing forced. Absolutely loved the servan system!! I really enjoy
this kind of systems in games.

Overall it was a great game. I\u00b4ll try the second game as soon as I can.. Junk game barely optimized for pc and pc
conrollers. Annoying story draged out by pointles yammering about nothing.
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I dont think the developers ever seen real cats... Or\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
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